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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The possibility of the existence of linguistic features that are random and do not follow
rules haunts teachers and students everywhere. Answering a student’s grammatical question
with, “That’s just the way it is” is unsatisfying to the teacher and more so to the student. Thanks
to the dedicated work of countless linguists throughout the years we know that ultimately most
of these seemingly random features are not random at all. However, there do remain variables
that are still largely unexplained. One of these areas is rendaku.
Rendaku is an instance of sequential voicing whose use seems to be grammatically
inconsistent. Native Japanese speakers whom I have spoken with about this topic have created
even more uncertainty surrounding rendaku, since no one to date has given me as much as a rule
of thumb for its use. Many are unaware of what rendaku is and had not recognized that they use
it. This study attempted to discern a non-grammatical pattern to rendaku by surveying native
Japanese speakers from different demographics with questions, prompts, and text that were
meant to elicit rendaku use. The ultimate goal of this research is to discover if there are
differences in rendaku use which correlated to aspects of speakers’ demographics as well as the
style of discourse.
Rendaku Use
Rendaku is a sequential voicing in Japanese whereby a voiceless consonant in the initial
position of the second component of a compound becomes voiced (Kitagawa, 1986). The
consensus among researchers is that it is applied randomly (Vance, 1980a). The effort of
researchers such as Han (2003), Irwin (2005), Otsu (1980), and Rosen (2003) to understand
conditions needed for the occurrence of rendaku has been based on grammatical features but has
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yet to establish a consensus set of rules. Previous research reviewed for this paper included
explanations of rendaku by the source of words and compound structures; accents of family
names; conditions in the syntax that must be met for rendaku use; voiced obstruent influence;
and the branching structure of sentences. Past research into sociolinguistic variables by Labov
(1966), and Labov, Cohen, and Robins (1965) has shown that people utilize different types of
speech depending on social factors such as the speaker’s ethnicity, gender, or age. Since the
previous research into rendaku has not addressed the issue of a relationship between
sociolinguist variables and rendaku use it is my belief that the possibility of a linkage between
sociolinguistic variables and rendaku is worthy of study.
Role of Researcher
My location in Tokyo and network of friends and colleagues allowed me to interview a
range of native speakers of Japanese that would not have been readily available outside of Japan.
Specifically I focused on four sociolinguistic variables: the speaker’s home region; the speakers’
age range; the speakers’ gender; and the topic of discourse. I choose these four variables
because they are easy to define and control. While it is certainly possible that a speaker may be
untruthful about his or her home region or age, there is more room for uncertainly when speaking
of variables that can have more ambiguity such as socioeconomic class or ethnicity.
I conducted interviews with the assistance of a native Japanese speaking assistant. The
interviews were semi-structured and the location was in a conference room at the subjects` place
of work. The topics of the interviews were ones in which the possibility of known rendaku use
exists. The participants were adult native Japanese speakers whom I either personally know or
who were introduced to me through my friends or colleagues. All lived in the Tokyo
metropolitan area at the time of the interviews but some of the subjects’ home regions were
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outside the Tokyo area. I analyzed the data collected in terms of the speakers’ rendaku use and
non-use and compared them to the sociolinguistic variables of the speakers’ home region, age
range, gender, and the formality of the topic of discourse.
Background of the Researcher
I have been living in Tokyo since 2008. I am not an expert speaker of Japanese and most
of my interactions are conducted in English. However, I do encounter rendaku on occasion and
one thing that makes it so difficult to acquire is that when rendaku is used incorrectly it may
sound odd to the native listener but it does not interfere with meaning in a significant way and so
is unlikely to garner a verbal or even non-verbal response that could give the speaker a clue to
his or her mistake. The only way I have been able to use it accurately is by memorizing a
particular use. Although there are many aspects of Japanese that I find difficult to comprehend,
rendaku is near the top of the list because there seems to be no grammatical rule to its use.
Previous research and grammar books do not get a learner of Japanese any closer to knowing
how to use it. Native Japanese speakers seem not to be able to articulate the cues that prompt
them to use it. In many cases they are not even aware they are using it. Recently my Japanese
wife used rendaku in a sentence and when I noted that she did she had to take a moment of
thought to confirm my observation. If this study can help further understand this phenomenon
then it will be helpful to me personally and, hopefully, to linguists and learners of Japanese in
general.
Guiding Question
The questions for my research were: Do sociolinguistic variables influence the use of
rendaku among native speakers of Japanese? Do Japanese speakers from different regions of
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Japan, of different ages and genders use rendaku differently? Does the formality of the topic of
discourse play a role in rendaku use?
Summary
In this study I focused on rendaku and sociolinguist variables that may influence its use.
Previous research into rendaku use has focused on grammatical features or other purely
linguistic variables. Yet the phenomenon of rendaku and its apparently uneven use is still
largely unexplained. No studies that I have found have analyzed its use against sociolinguistic
variables. Sociolinguistics has explained other variables of language that had earlier been poorly
understood. This study analyzed four sociolinguistic variables (the speakers’ gender; age range;
home region; and the formality of the topic of discourse) against the speakers’ rendaku use.
Ultimately this study hoped to determine if there is a link between these four sociolinguistic
variables and rendaku use. Any expansion of the knowledge base in rendaku use may be useful
to future researchers and Japanese learners.
Chapter Overviews
In chapter one I introduced the phenomenon of rendaku. I explained what it is and why
its use poses an issue that is worthy of study. I provided a research question that will guide my
study. Furthermore I briefly outlined why this issue is personally important to me and how my
study may be of use to linguists and learners of Japanese in the future.
In chapter two I outline the previous research into rendaku. This includes research
attempting to explain why rendaku is used and research that attempted to delineate the conditions
that must be present in order for rendaku to potentially be used. I conclude that the gap in the
research is that none has focused on sociolinguistic variables and that this provides a reason for
my study.
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In chapter three I explain the details of the study. The methodology used for the study is
explained and justified. I show who the participants were, what kind of interview was
conducted, and how the data was collected. Later I describe how the interview process
proceeded and how the data was analyzed.
In chapter four I present the research data. That data are shown in three sections
corresponding to sections of the interview. These are the questions section, the prompts section,
and the text section. These sections present a table for each of the three personal sociolinguistic
variables this study recorded (speakers’ gender, age range, and home region). A short
explanation of the data is provided for each section.
In chapter five I present my conclusions. These show that the same form of rendaku use
was uniform across all four sociolinguistic variables recorded with only one exception. That
that one exception comes from a speaker whose only unique sociolinguistic variable is his home
region leads me to suggest more research into rendaku use by home region with a larger and
more geographically diverse group of participants.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Purpose of the Study
I studied the phenomenon of sequential voicing in Japanese called rendaku due the fact
that the rules that govern its use are unclear and its use is not uniform among native Japanese
speakers. I examined the possibility that sociolinguist variables may influence rendaku use and
at least partially explain its apparent lack of grammatical rules. The questions for my research
were: Do sociolinguistic variables influence the use of rendaku among native speakers of
Japanese? Do Japanese speakers from different regions of Japan, of different ages, and genders
use rendaku differently? Does the formality of the topic of discourse play a role in rendaku use?
This chapter first explains what rendaku is and how it manifests itself in Japanese speech.
Next I give an overview of some of the previous research into rendaku. The section that follows
is a review of sociolinguistic factors that have been shown to influence speakers. Finally, I show
the need for study to be done on rendaku through the prism of sociolinguistics.
What is Rendaku?
Technically speaking, rendaku is a phenomenon of sequential voicing where a voiceless
obstruent becomes a voiced obstruent when it is the initial obstruent of the second element of a
compound (Kitagawa, 1986). In other words, when a word that begins with a voiceless
obstruent, such as [k, t, s, or φ], is attached to another word as the second part of a compound,
the obstruent changes to being voiced ([g, d, z, and β], respectively). Here are four examples
from Murasugi (1988) of what happens when rendaku is applied:
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Table 1
Examples of Rendaku Changes
Obstruent
changed

Japanese
elements

English
translation

Japanese
compound

English
translation

k-g
t-d
s-z
φ-β

shiro + kuma
ko + taiko
hoshi + sora
doogu + hako

white + bear
small + drum
star + sky
tool + box

shiroguma
kodaiko
hoshizora
doogubako

polar bear
small drum
starry sky
toolbox

Note: Adapted from Murasugi, K. (1988).

As can be seen, the change rendaku imposes is rather simple. However, the problem
comes from when to apply rendaku. For those studying Japanese as a second language there is
little guidance from previous research or grammar books. Vance (1980b) submits that there are
no simple principles that allow learners to predict rendaku use. Yet the search for these
principles continues. The next section will cover some previous research into this area.
Previous Research on Rendaku Use.
Previous research on rendaku use has focused on various linguistic areas of study. These
include the source of words and compound structures, accents of family names, conditions in the
syntax that must be met for rendaku use, voiced obstruent influence, and the branching structure
of sentences.
Source of Words and Compound Structure
One area of study is how the origin of the modern Japanese vocabulary affects how rendaku
is applied. Specifically there has been research on words that come from one of three sources:
vocabulary that has Chinese roots (Sino-Japanese); native (or Yamato) vocabulary; and foreign
loanwords (Rice, 1997).
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Japanese writing is comprised of four different alphabets. Two alphabets,
hiragana and katakana, have characters for each syllable in Japanese. Another, romaji, is the use
of Latin letters. And finally there is also kanji, which is a writing system based on Chinese
characters, which are logograms (characters representing a concept). Research has claimed that
Sino-Japanese vocabulary written in kanji cannot be affected by rendaku because those words
should not be treated as true compounds but rather as bound morphemes (Vance, 1980a).
However eventually Sino-Japanese words can be affected by rendaku to the extent that they
become Japanized by taking a different meaning from the original Chinese, as is recognized with
words such as urabyooshi (back cover) that is a compound of the kanji for ura (back) and
hyooshi (cover) (Otsu, 1980). This theory has been discounted by arguing that how these words
are written has no effect on how a person speaks them (Rice, 1997). Other research has noted
that exceptions to the bound morpheme claim are readily found and has rejected the argument
that this is due to Sino-Japanese words becoming more Japanized than other words since words
such as kin and san should both be considered Japanized but neither is affected by rendaku
(Vance, 1980a). The issue is further complicated by research that has shown that Sino-Japanese
vocabulary did not arrive all at one time to Japan but rather in three waves spanning the 5th to
14th centuries from different Chinese regionalects during which time many of the same lexemes
were re-borrowed with different pronunciations (Irwin, 2005). In light of these caveats and
exceptions, research has concluded that the influence written kanji has on rendaku use is too
ambiguous to be a determinate in how rendaku is used (Rice, 1997). Still it is true that research
has noted that rendaku is far more prevalent in native Japanese vocabulary than in Sino-Japanese
vocabulary with about 90% of native Japanese vocabulary being able to exhibit rendaku in the
proper conditions compared to about 10% of Sino-Japanese vocabulary (Irwin, 2005).
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While some of this research has taken into account some variables (e.g. regional varieties
in China) that could be the basis for a sociolinguistic study, none of this research actually has
examined the possibility that sociolinguist variables may influence rendaku use and, therefore, at
least partially account for its lack of a strictly morphophonological explanation.
Accented Names
That Japanese surnames are either accented, such as with Tômita, or accentless, such as with
Matsuda, forms the basis for another area of rendaku research. Studies have found that surnames
that are not accented tend to undergo rendaku (Sugita, 1965; Zamma, 2002). Research examined
the morpheme ta, which is a common head morpheme in Japanese surnames, meaning that it
comes after the other elements of the name. With rendaku, ta becomes da but research has
established that accented names such as Fûjita, Môrita, and Âkita do not undergo rendaku but
accentless names such as Yoshida, Yamada, and Ikeda do (Sugita, 1965). Other research has
noted exceptions such as Hârada (rendaku but accented) and Murata (non-use of rendaku but
accentless) and has further examined a broader range of common head morphemes in Japanese
surnames such as Kuchi, Hayashi, and Kura and has found that while some morphemes generally
follow this pattern for accented names not all do and there are many exceptions for each
morpheme (Zamma, 2002).
This research on family names has taken into account a variable of accent but it has not
examined the possibility that sociolinguist variables may influence rendaku use.
Conditions Needed for Rendaku
Another area of study regarding rendaku research has been concerned with conditions that
must be present IF rendaku is to be applied.
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Lyman’s Law. This law states simply that if the second element of a compound has a voiced
obstruent anywhere in the morpheme, the initial obstruent of that same element cannot be voiced.
For example the word Japanese word meaning “traveling alone” is hitoritabi that combines hitori
“one person” with tabi “travel”. Because the second element, tabi, already contains the voiced
obstruent [b] the initial voiceless obstruent [t] may not become the voiced obstruent [d]. In
effect Lyman’s Law blocks rendaku since an initial voiced obstruent of the second element of a
compound is the essence of rendaku. Most research into rendaku will make mention of Lyman’s
Law at some juncture and remark on its reliability. However, research has referenced ten
examples that defy the law by showing rendaku even though there is a voiced obstruent after the
initial voiced obstruent. Nine of those examples use the same word (hashigo “ladder, stairs”) as
the second element of the compound and the other example (wakajiraga “prematurely gray
hair”) has a matching non-use of rendaku form (wakashiraga) (Vance, 1980b).
Branching. Otsu (1980) has raised the issue of where the potential rendaku would apply
within the branching of the sentence structure. Words that fall on the “right branch constituent”
may be candidates for rendaku, otherwise they are not eligible. The influence this has on setting
the conditions for rendaku use has been called necessary but not sufficient (Vance,1980a).
While this research has examined when rendaku is appropriate syntactically, it has not
dealt directly with sociolinguistic variables for when a speaker will use rendaku even assuming
for a moment that all the preconditions are valid and are met.
What is Sociolinguistics?
Sociolinguistics started as an area of linguistic study in the mid-twentieth century.
Researchers such as William Labov (Koerner, 2001) saw that some of the reasons as to why
people speak the way they do cannot be satisfactorily answered in purely grammatical terms.
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One important example of this is that, prior to sociolinguistic research, a common conclusion
was that some speakers’ use of the post-vocalic /r/ (i.e. whether or not the final /r/ is pronounced
in a word such as “butter”) was a manifestation of randomness known as “free variation.” Labov
(1966) explains that it is unlikely that such a complex system as human language could be
subjected to the capriciousness of chance to any large extent and that sociolinguistic research
could fill the gaps that traditional linguistic analysis could not cover. When grouping speakers
by age and socio-economic classes (SEC) using variables such as occupation, education, and
income, Labov was able to show that there are correlations between the frequency of the
speakers’ use of the post-vocalic /r/ and the speakers’ age and SEC. For example, college
educated speakers between the ages of 20-39 used the postvocalic /r/ at a much higher frequency
(34 percent) in everyday speech than all other combinations of groups, which ranged from zero
to nine percent.
Another example of this type of sociolinguistic research is Labov, Cohen, and Robins’
(1965) study of New Yorkers’ use of various non-standard grammatical forms. It found that the
use of these forms correlate with measurements of the subjects’ socio-economic status and race
as ascribed by the researchers. There was a far higher percentage of the use of double-negatives
by subjects of lower socio-economic status than used by subjects of higher socio-economic status
with fully one hundred percent of subjects from the lowest socio-economic status using doublenegatives compared to none in the highest socio-economic status. In addition, the number of
subjects whose race was designated as Negro used a non-standard, person-number agreement
about double the rate of subjects whose race was designated as White.
Gender is also a sociolinguistic variable that researchers study. Ladegaard & Blese
(2003) found that children as young as four years old differentiate their speech based on gender.
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They asked 85 participants who were aged between four and eight years old to look at pictures
depicting an action and to say what happened. All the participants were from an area of
Denmark with a non-standard local variety of Danish that is noticeable by its non-standard use of
past-tense morphology for certain classes of verbs. Their study showed that four year olds boys
used the non-standard past-tense morphology 28% of the time compared to the girls’ 18%. For
six year olds there was an even larger spread with the boys using non-standard Danish 36% of
the time compared to the girls’ 18%. The gap then narrowed for the eight year olds with the
boys’ use at 37% to the girls’ 28%.
The situations in which language is used and the relationships between the people
conversing affect the way people speak. Romaine (2000) noted that speakers adjust their style of
grammar, syntax, and pronunciation depending factors such as the formality of the context and
with whom they are speaking. Research by Trudgill (1974) examined the how speakers from
different social classes in Norwich, England pronounced words ending in -ing, (such as walking,
talking, etc.) depending on whether the speech was in a casual or formal context. The standard
pronunciation of such words concludes with [ŋ] while the non-standard style concludes with [n].
In formal contexts speakers from the most high-status social class studied, the middle-middle
class, used the standard style 97% of the time while the lowest status class, the lower working
class, used the standard style only 2% of the time. However, in casual contexts the same highstatus class used the standard style 72% of the time while the lowest status class never used it.
This pattern of shifting speech styles from non-standard to standard in formal contexts and from
standard to non-standard in casual contexts was consistent among all classes studied.
Sociolinguistics goes beyond just studying how our speech can be influenced by social
factors. For example, Kinzler & DeJesus (2013) found that a group of five to six-year-old native
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English speaking American children would overwhelmingly choose to be friends with a native
speaker than a non-native speaker when given the choice. To reach their findings they had the
children listen to pairs of speakers, one native and one non-native, say innocuous phrases such as
“At school, children learn to read and write”. Just over 82% of the time the children chose the
native speaker to be a friend while also choosing the native speaker as the nicer person over 65%
of the time. The researchers conclude that the children are making implications about the
speakers’ personalities based on accent alone.
The Gap
All earlier research on rendaku use so far has focused on vocabulary origin, compound
structure and the influence of accent. Previous studies have also examined the grammatical
conditions and syntactical environment that are evidently necessary for rendaku to occur. None
has studied the phenomenon of rendaku by testing its use in the context of sociolinguistic factors.
This leaves an important gap of knowledge related to the possible sociolinguistics influences on
speakers’ use of rendaku.
Research Question
I studied a sequential voicing occurrence in Japanese called rendaku because the
grammatical rules for its use are unclear and its use is not uniform among native Japanese
speakers. I examined the possibility that sociolinguistic factors may influence rendaku use and,
therefore, at least partially explain its lack of strict morphophonemic rules.
The questions for my research were: Do sociolinguistic variables influence the use of
rendaku among native speakers of Japanese? Do Japanese speakers from different regions of
Japan, of different ages and genders use rendaku differently? Does the formality of the topic of
discourse play a role in rendaku use? These questions are what my study examined.
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Summary
This chapter began with an explanation of the purpose of why rendaku is worthy of
study. The next section explained what rendaku is and how it manifests itself in the Japanese
language. After that there was a review of previous research involving rendaku use, some of that
attempted to answer why rendaku is used and some that attempted to delineate where rendaku
can be used. The final section stated the research question guiding the study.
The next chapter outlines the research methods used in this study. This includes the
methodology, participants, and collection techniques.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the methodologies used in this study. First, the rationale and
logistics of the research are presented. Second, a description of the quantitative paradigm used is
outlined. Third, the data collection techniques are described. Finally, the way the research
proceeded is summarized.
This study was designed to analyze sequential voicing in Japanese called rendaku due the
fact that its use is not uniform among native Japanese speakers and the linguistic rules for its use
seem unclear. I examined the possibility that sociolinguistic factors may influence rendaku use
and, therefore, at least partially explain its lack of strict linguistic rules. I recorded speech from
participants exhibiting four sociolinguist variables: the gender; age range; home region; and
formality of the topic of discourse. The questions for my research were: Do sociolinguistic
variables influence the use of rendaku among native speakers of Japanese? Do Japanese
speakers from different regions of Japan, of different ages and genders use rendaku differently?
Does the formality of the topic of discourse play a role in rendaku use?
In order to gather appropriate data to attempt to answer the research question, interviews
were conducted with adult native Japanese speakers. The purpose of the interviews was to
record the speakers’ rendaku use. Each participant was first asked to fill out a survey identifying
his or her gender, age range, home region and, if not from the Kanto region that encompasses
Tokyo, how old the participant was when he or she moved to metropolitan Tokyo. There were
three sections to the interview. In the first section the participants were asked simple questions
designed to elicit responses using a variety of common rendaku words. The second section
consisted of the participant looking at photographic prompts and asked what he or she saw in the
picture. The prompts were selected with the intention that the pictures contained images that
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would elicit one or more rendaku words. For the third section the participants were asked to read
a short passage that served two purposes. The first purpose was that the text of the passage
contained words for which rendaku could be used and the second purpose was that there were
both formal and informal social situations in the text to how this affected the speakers’ rendaku
use. The speakers’ responses were recorded by a digital voice recorder and transcribed.
All interviews were conducted in Japan and in the Japanese language. A native Japanese
speaker assisted in conducting all interviews.
This chapter describes the methodologies involved in the study. First I define the
paradigm being used and the reasons behind its use. Then I outline the methodology of the data
collection process. This includes the participants, the location of the interviews, and how I
recorded the data.
Quantitative Research Paradigm
The research was done using a quantitative research paradigm. One of the fundamental
variables of the quantitative research method is “to determine whether a relationship exists
between variables” (Mackey & Glass, 2005, p. 137). In the case of this capstone the relationship
being studied was the speakers’ use of rendaku and the sociolinguistic variables of the speakers’
gender, age range, home region, and the formality of the topic of discourse. The design of a
study using quantitative research relies on collecting data that can be measured. For this study
the data measured the number of times and the situations in which speakers use rendaku. The
data collected could then show possible trends between variables that, in turn, may be useful for
further research. The subjects were selected to participate in a non-random way in order to
ensure a variety of sociolinguistic variables. Quantitative research is ideal for my study because
it allows these sociolinguistic variables to be readily compared against rendaku use.
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Data Collection
Figure 1
Participants

Sociolinguistic variables of the participants
Gender

Age range

Home region

0
Female

1
Male

2

3

25 - 34

35 - 44

4
45 - 54

5
55+

6
Fukuoka

7
Kanto

8
Nagasaki

9

10

Niigata

The participants in this study were adults 20 years of age or older and native speakers of
Japanese. The participants were recruited through acquaintances and colleagues of mine. They
were males and females of various ages, from a range of regional backgrounds. A consent form
outlining the details of the study, the participant’s role in the study, and the steps taken to
preserve the anonymity of the participants was signed by each participant before participating in
the interview.
One of the potential hazards of sociolinguistic interviews is that the interviewees may
change their speaking behavior in the presence of the interviewer. Labov (1981) offers a number
of techniques designed to counter this observer’s paradox. In order to reduce formality and the
inherent hierarchical nature of an interview, the interviewer should make clear that he is there to
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learn from the interviewee and is, therefore, the person of lower authority in the interview. The
conversation modules must span many topics that would be of interest to the interviewees and
that would allow the interviewees to speak from personal experience. This serves the purpose of
both creating a more informal environment and capturing a wide range of data.
Additional considerations Labov considers are: Interviews must be long enough in order
to ensure a broad range of data; it is necessary to record sufficient demographic information so
that the data can be analyzed against sociolinguistic criteria; and interviewees should be allowed
to initiate the topics of conversation as the interview proceeds (Labov, 1981).
Setting
All of the interviews were conducted in February and March of 2015. The interview site was
a conference room we were able to use at a local school that provided the conditions conducive
for a successful interview. The location had to be quiet in order to record the interview, provide
enough time to conduct the interview, and provide comfort for the participants.
Data Collection #1: Questions
The participants participated in a semi-structured interview (Appendix A). The questions
were meant to be benign both to keep the level of formality low and to avoid enticing emotion.
An example question is asking an interviewee, “What animals might you see in the Arctic?” a
reasonable expectation is that his or her response would reference a polar bear that in Japanese
meets the conditions for rendaku use. Another example question is, “How often do you watch
the TV news?” that may elicit the word “sometimes” that in Japanese also meets the conditions
for rendaku use. Although the questions were exactly the same for each interviewee, the
interviewer had the ability to allow the interviewee to digress if he deemed it appropriate
(Mackey & Gass, 2005). Even if the specific targeted words were not spoken by the interviewee
he or she could still have used other potential rendaku words.
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Potential drawbacks for this type of data collection included questions designed in a way
that would not elicit the targeted words. In order to avoid this problem the meanings of the
targeted words so that they would be an appropriate responses to the questions were confirmed
by a native Japanese speaker. Additionally, each question was pilot tested with a native Japanese
speaker.

Table 2
List of Words Elicited via Data Collection #1
Japanese

English meaning

aojiroi
asaguroi
dosuguroi
hokkyokuguma
ikkaigurai
issatsugurai
nankagurai
sankaigurai
tokidoki
shirokuma
wakashiraga

pale
dark complexion
dark
polar bear
about one time
about one book
How many times?
about three times
sometimes
white bear
prematurely gray

Data Collection #2: Prompts
The subjects were then asked to respond to photographic prompts (Appendix B). The
prompts were also selected as benign images both to keep the level of formality low and to avoid
enticing emotion. Just as with the questions, specific prompts were used with the expectation
that they would have the potential to elicit words in which rendaku could occur. For example an
interviewee was shown three photos of measuring spoons of different sizes and asked to describe
each photo with the expectation that interviewee would use the Japanese word for large
measuring spoon which meets the conditions for redaku use.
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Potential drawbacks included photographic prompts designed in a way that would not
elicit the targeted word. In order to avoid this problem the targeted words were confirmed by a
native Japanese speaker to be appropriate descriptions of the prompts. Additionally, each
photographic prompt was pilot tested with a native Japanese speaker.

Table 3
List of Words Elicited via Data Collection #2
Japanese

English meaning

chuugurai/chuukurai
ochiba
sonogurai
tsukezume
chiisaisaji
kosaji
oosaji
sankaigurai
tokidoki
shirokuma
wakashiraga

middle size
fallen leaves
about that much
artificial nail
small spoon
tea spoon (for cooking)
table spoon (for cooking)
about three times
sometimes
white bear
prematurely gray

Note: One speaker used chuukurai and all other speakers used chuugurai.

Data Collection #3: Text
Finally, the subjects were asked to read a passage of text (Appendix C). The text was written
with some words meeting the conditions for rendaku use. In addition, the text placed the reader
in two different social situations. One situation was designed to be an informal outing with
friends and the other was designed to be a dinner with the participant’s boss and coworkers to
create a more formal setting.
Potential drawbacks include writing the passage in a way that the content would be
recognized as requiring different degrees of formality. In order to avoid this problem the
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appropriateness of the content of the passage was confirmed by a native Japanese speaker.
Additionally, the passage was pilot tested with a native Japanese speaker.

Table 4
List of Words Elicited in Data Collection #3
Japanese

English meaning

mafuyu
mijika
shiojake/shiozake

midwinter
familiar with
salted salmon

Note: One speaker used shiozake and all other speakers used shiojake.

Procedure
Pilot Study
Pilot studies were done with my Japanese family in-laws and colleagues. For the questions
section my (Japanese) wife read the questions to her parents with me present to ensure those
questions could elicit particular rendaku-potential words. For the prompts section I showed the
pictures to a colleague and asked if those pictures could elicit particular rendaku-potential words.
For the text section I had a colleague read and verify that the targeted words did meet the
conditions for potential rendaku use.
While all of these pilots were successful in the sense that they confirmed that the
collection techniques could elicit rendaku-potential words, in hindsight they should have
followed the study’s interview exactly as they would happen. While in some cases the targeted
words were immediately elicited in the pilot studies, in others it seems the speakers were given
too much time to speak and/or encouraged by me (i.e. “Could you say anything else?”) so that
they would eventually say the targeted words. However, one of the benefits of these pilot studies
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was how they revealed that the participants could produce many other non-targeted rendakupotential words. Indeed, the majority of relevant words this study elicited were non-targeted
words.
Materials
The materials used for Data Collection #1 can be found in Appendix A, Data Collection #2 in
Appendix B, and Data Collection #3 in Appendix C.
Interviews
A native speaker of Japanese served as the interviewer. The participants were asked to
respond to a series of questions, photographic prompts, and read a short passage designed to
elicit words in which rendaku could occur. The interviews started by asking the subject to
answer seven questions (Appendix A). The questions were isolated and not related to each other.
Next the subject was shown four photographic prompts (Appendix B) and asked to describe what
he or she saw. Three of the prompts were sets containing three pictures related to one another
and one of the prompts was a single picture. The four prompts were not related to each other.
Finally, the subject was asked to read a short passage (Appendix C). The questions, prompts,
and passage were not related to each other. The interviews were recorded using a digital audio
recorder placed on the table between the interviewer and interviewee.
Data Analysis
After listening to each interview, both anticipated and unanticipated rendaku use was
noted by an assistant who is a native speaker of Japanese as well as an English speaker. The
rendaku use was then transcribed to Japanese romaji and then translated to English by the
assistant.
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Verification of Data
In order to ensure the data was accurately transcribed I asked a different native speaker of
Japanese to listen to portions of interviews while following the Japanese script. There was no
disagreement between the two listeners as to rendaku use in the interviews.
Ethics
The participants were given two identical consent forms written in Japanese to sign that
outlined the following: the purpose of the study; the interview process; the subjects’ right to
withdraw from the interview at any time; and an explanation that to ensure the subjects’
anonymity the names of the participants would not be used in the recordings or at any point in
the study, no labels of the conversations would use the participants’ names, and the recordings
would only be heard by me and my assistants. One copy was retained by me and the other was
kept by the participants. The audio recording data was uploaded to my personal computer’s hard
drive and will be saved for seven years as required by Minnesota law where Hamline University
is located and then deleted in April 2022.
Conclusion
I started this chapter with a brief outline of the purpose of the study and how the study
was to be carried out. I then defined the methodology of the research I used and why it is
appropriate for my study. Next I detailed who the participants were, where the research took
place, and how I collected the data. Then I outlined how the research proceeded, gave examples
of materials used and explained how the data was analyzed and verified. Lastly I described the
copy of the consent form signed by the participants.
In chapter four I present the research data. The data are shown in three sections
corresponding to sections of the interview. These are the questions section, the prompts section,
and the text section. These sections present a table for each of the three personal demographic
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features this study recorded (speakers’ gender, age range, and home region). A short explanation
of the data is provided for each section.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the interviews. It is divided into three sections which
correspond to the three sections of the interview (Questions, Prompts and Text). Each section
begins with an explanation and short discussion of the results for that portion of the interview
followed by tables showing the data.
The questions guiding my research were: Do sociolinguistic variables influence the use of
rendaku among native speakers of Japanese? Do Japanese speakers from different regions of
Japan, of different ages, and genders use rendaku differently? Does the formality of the topic of
discourse in rendaku use play a role?
Data on Rendaku Use
The data in this chapter are presented by different demographic features of the
participants, that is, by gender, age, and home region. The data show the number of times
participants used rendaku, Lyman’s Law Block, or non-use of rendaku. As seen in Table 5, these
numbers vary in the first two sections of the interview where the participants were asked openended questions and are fixed for the third section as all participants read from the same text.
The six males and six females used words that have the potential for rendaku at a very similar
rate (6.9 words per male participant and 6.5 words per female participant). The five participants
between the ages of 25 – 34 used rendaku 7.2 times per participant, the two participants between
the ages of 35 – 44 used rendaku 7.5 times, the three participants between the ages of 45 – 54
used rendaku 6.3 times and for the two participants aged 55 or over the rate dropped to 5.0
rendaku words used per participant. The nine participants from the Kanto region, which
incorporates Tokyo, used 7.0 potential rendaku words per participant and the three participants
from other parts of Japan (Fukuoka, Nagasaki, and Niigata) used 5.6 words per participant. It
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may be questioned how useful the different rates are when considering the participants’ home
regions since the number of participants from outside the Kanto region was only a third of the
size of the number of participants from the Kanto region.
Table 5
Average Word Use in Questions and Prompts Sections

Demographic Feature
Male
Female
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 or over
Kanto
Other regions

Average number of
relevant words used
6.9
6.5
7.2
7.5
6.3
5.0
7.0
5.6

Note: The Text section is not included as the participants read from the same passage. The other

regions include one participant each from Fukuoka, Nagasaki, and Niigata.

Tables of Data by Interview Section
The tables below are divided into three categories of word use for the three sections of
the interview which were Questions, Prompts, and Text. The first category shows the
participants rendaku use of individual words and how many times each group used them. This
category is referred to as Rendaku Words Used. The second category is for words in which
rendaku use is blocked by Lyman’s Law. This category is referred to as Lyman’s Law Block
Words Used. The third category is for words that offer the appropriate syntactical environment
for rendaku use but which the speakers did not use rendaku as would be expected by the
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common prescriptions for rendaku use. This last category is referred to as Non-use of rendaku
Words. The relevant words used with their English translation are shown in Table 6.
Table 6
List of Relevant Words
Data Collection #

Japanese

English meaning

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

aojiroi
asaguroi
dosuguroi
hokkyokuguma
ikkaigurai
issatsugurai
nankagurai
sankaigurai
tokidoki
shirokuma
wakashiraga
chuugurai/chuukurai
ochiba
sonogurai
tsukezume
chiisaisaji
kosaji
oosaji
mafuyu
mijika
shiojake/shiozake

pale
dark complexion
dark
polar bear
about one time
about one book
How many times?
about three times
sometimes
white bear
prematurely gray
middle size
fallen leaves
about that much
artificial nail
small spoon
tea spoon (for cooking)
table spoon (for cooking)
midwinter
familiar with
salted salmon

Note: One speaker used both chuukurai and shiozake and all other speakers used chuugurai and
shiojake.

Section One: Questions
This section had the broadest use of relevant language for this study with eleven relevant
words used a total of 51 times among all speakers. The responses of the speakers were openended and seven were words that were not anticipated by the researcher with the remaining four
words those whose use the researcher anticipated. There were no instances of Lyman’s Law
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Block use by any participant in this section. There were no instances of one or more speakers
using rendaku for a particular word with one or more other speakers using non-use of rendaku
for the same word. For each relevant word the speakers either uniformly used rendaku or nonuse of rendaku.
There were six female and six male participants. The number of participants aged 25 –
34 was five, 35 – 44 was two, 45 – 54 was three and 55 or over was two. There was one
participant each from Fukuoka, Nagasaki and Niigata while there were nine participants from
Kanto that encompasses Tokyo.
Gender
Gender did not appear to be a strong factor on rendaku use in this section of the interview.
The six males used rendaku an average of 2.5 words per participant (a total of 15 times and 60%
of the total relevant words used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.7 words per participant
(a total of 10 times and 40% of the total relevant words used). The six females used rendaku an
average of 2.8 words per participant (a total of 17 times and 65% of the total relevant words
used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.5 words per participant (a total of 9 times and 35%
of the total relevant words used).
Table 7
Average Word Use in the Questions Section by Gender

Gender

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Total relevant
words

Male
Female

2.5
2.8

1.7
1.5

4.2
4.3

Note: No Lyman’s Law Block words were used in this section.
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Age
Age does not seem to be a strong factor in rendaku use in this section of the interview. The
five participants aged 25 – 34 used rendaku an average of 2.8 words per participant (a total of 14
times 67% of the total relevant words used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.4 words per
participant (a total of 7 times 33% of the total relevant words used). The two participants aged
35 – 44 used rendaku an average of 2.5 words per participant (a total of 5 times 63% of the total
relevant words used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.5 words per participant (a total of 3
times 37% of the total relevant words used). The three participants aged 45 – 54 used rendaku
an average of 3.0 words per participant (a total of 9 times 64% of the total relevant words used)
and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.7 words per participant (a total of 5 times 36% of the
total relevant words used). The two participants aged 55 or over used rendaku an average of 2.0
words per participant (a total of 4 times 50% of the total relevant words used) and non-use of
rendaku an average of 2.0 words per participant (a total of 4 times 50% of the total relevant
words used).
Table 8
Average Word Use in the Questions Section by Age

Age
25 – 34
35 – 44
45 – 54
55 or over

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Total relevant
words

2.8
2.5
3.0
2.0

1.4
1.5
1.7
2.0

4.2
4.0
4.7
4.0

Note: No Lyman’s Law Block words were used in this section.
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Home Region
Home region did have a noticeable effect on rendaku use. Participants from Kanto used over
a third more rendaku words on average than the other regions. However, that the other regions
make up only a quarter of the participants should be taken into consideration. The one
participant from Fukuoka used rendaku an average of 2.0 words per participant (a total of 2
times and 67% of the total relevant words used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.0 words
per participant (a total of 1 time and 33% of the total relevant words used). The nine participants
from Kanto used rendaku an average of 3.1 words per participant (a total of 28 times and 67% of
the total relevant words used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 1.6 words per participant (a
total of 14 times and 33% of the total relevant words used). The one participant from Nagasaki
used rendaku an average of 1.0 words per participant (a total of 1 time and 33% of the total
relevant words used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 2.0 words per participant (a total of 2
times and 67% of the total relevant words used). The one participant from Niigata used rendaku
an average of 1.0 words per participant (a total of 1 time and 33% of the total relevant words
used) and non-use of rendaku an average of 2.0 words per participant (a total of 2 times and 67%
of the total relevant words used).
Table 9
Average Word Use in the Questions Section by Home Region

Home Region
Fukuoka
Kanto
Nagasaki
Niigata

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Total relevant
words

2.0
3.1
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.6
2.0
2.0

3.0
4.7
3.0
3.0

Note: No Lyman’s Law Block words were used in this section.
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Comparison of Demographic Features
While gender and age seem to not have much influence on rendaku use, home region shows
an influence in this section of the interview. Participants from the Kanto region used relevant
words an average of 4.7 times per person. Although that is equal the age range of 45 – 54, the
Kanto speakers used 1.7 more relevant words on average than the other home regions compared
to the 45 – 54 age range of 0.5 more relevant words used than the next highest age range. Again
it should be noted while Kanto used over a third more relevant words than the other home
regions it also was the home region of three quarters of the participants (nine of the twelve).
Table 10
Average Word Use in the Questions Section by Demographic Feature
Demographic
Feature
Kanto
45 – 54
Female
Male
25 – 34
35 – 44
55 or over
Fukuoka
Nagasaki
Niigata

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Total relevant
words

3.1
3.0
2.8
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0

1.6
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.4
1.5
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.0

4.7
4.7
4.3
4.2
4.2
4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Note: No Lyman’s Law Block words were used in this section.
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Section Two: Prompts
Prompts produced use of eight relevant words used a total of 29 times among all
speakers. Just as in section one the responses of the speakers were open-ended and eight words
were not anticipated by the researcher with the remaining four words those whose use the
researcher anticipated.
There were six female and six male participants. The number of participants aged 25 –
34 was five, 35 – 44 was two, 45 – 54 was three and 55 or over was two. There was one
participant each from Fukuoka, Nagasaki and Niigata while there were nine participants from
Kanto that encompasses Tokyo.
Gender
Male overall use of relevant words was slightly higher than female use but there was
considerable difference in the types of relevant words used. The six males used rendaku an
average of 1.2 words per participant (a total of 7 times and 44% of the total relevant words used),
non-use of rendaku an average of 0.3 words per participant (a total of 2 times and 12% of the
total relevant words used) and Lyman’s Law Block an average of 1.2 words per participant (a
total of 7 times and 44% of the total relevant words used). The six females used rendaku an
average of 0.2 words per participant (a total of 1 time and 8% of the total relevant words used),
non-use of rendaku an average of 1.2 words per participant (a total of 7 times and 54% of the
total relevant words used) and Lyman’s Law Block an average of 0.8 words per participant (a
total of 5 times and 38% of the total relevant words used).
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Table 11
Average Word Use in the Prompts Section by Gender

Gender

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Lyman’s
Law Block
words

Male
Female

1.2
0.2

0.3
1.2

1.2
0.8

Total
relevant
words
2.7
2.2

Age
Age seems to have influence on overall use of relevant words. The participants under the age
of 45 used relevant words at a rate of more than double those 45 or older. The five participants
aged 25 – 34 used rendaku an average of 1.2 words per participant (a total of 6 times and 40% of
the total relevant words used), non-use of rendaku an average of 0.6 words per participant (a
total of 3 times and 20% of the total relevant words used) and Lyman’s Law Block an average of
1.2 words per participant (a total of 6 times and 40% of the total relevant words used). The two
participants aged 35 – 44 did not use any rendaku in this section, they used non-use of rendaku
an average of 2.5 words per participant (a total of 5 times and 71% of the total relevant words
used) and Lyman’s Law Block an average of 1.0 words per participant (a total of 2 times and
29% of the total relevant words used). The three participants aged 45 – 54 used rendaku an
average of 0.7 words per participant (a total of 2 times and 40% of the total relevant words used),
did not use any non-use of rendaku, and used Lyman’s Law Block an average of 1.0 words per
participant (a total of 3 times and 60% of the total relevant words used). The two participants
aged 55 or over did not use rendaku, used non-use of rendaku an average of 0.5 words per
participant (a total of 1 time and 50% of the total relevant words used) and Lyman’s Law Block
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an average of 0.5 words per participant (a total of 1 time and 50% of the total relevant words
used).
Table 12
Average Word Use in the Prompts Section by Age

Age
25 – 34
35 – 44
45 – 54
55 or over

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Lyman’s
Law Block
words

Total
relevant
words

1.2
0.0
0.7
0.0

0.6
2.5
0.0
0.5

1.2
1.0
1.0
0.5

3.0
3.5
1.7
1.0

Home Region
As in the Questions section, home region did seem to have a noticeable effect on rendaku use
with rates of use ranging from 1.0 to 4.0 per participant. However, when combining the
participants from the three non-Kanto home regions the difference in use is greatly reduced.
Non-Kanto participants averaged 2.7 relevant words per participant, while the Kanto region
averaged 2.3 relevant words per participant. The one participant from Fukuoka did not use
rendaku nor non-use of rendaku, and used Lyman’s Law Block a total of 3 times (100% of the
total relevant words used). The nine participants from Kanto used rendaku an average of 0.4
times per participant (a total of 4 times and19% of the total relevant words used), non-use of
rendaku an average of 1.0 times per participant (a total of 9 times and 43% of the total relevant
words used) and Lyman’s Law Block an average of 0.9 times per participant (a total of 8 times
and 38% of the total relevant words used). The one participant from Nagasaki did not use
rendaku nor non-use of rendaku, and used Lyman’s Law Block a total of 1 time (100% of the
total relevant words used). The one participant from Niigata used rendaku a total of 4 times
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(100% of the total relevant words used), and did not use non-use of rendaku nor Lyman’s Law
Block.
Table 13
Average Word Use in the Prompts Section by Home Region

Home Region
Fukuoka
Kanto
Nagasaki
Niigata

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Lyman’s
Law Block
words

Total
relevant
words

0.0
0.4
0.0
4.0

0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

3.0
0.9
1.0
0.0

3.0
2.3
1.0
4.0

Comparison of Demographic Features
In this section gender did not appear to influence the overall use of relevant words with male
use only slightly more than female use. However, there were noticeable differences in the types
of words used by gender. Age seemed to have a large influence with speakers under 45 using
relevant words at more than double the rate of those 45 or older. And while home region use
varied greatly when combining the three non-Kanto speakers’ use compared to the nine Kanto
speakers’ use the difference is narrowed to nearly the same gap as gender.
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Table 14
Average Word Use in the Prompts Section by Demographic Feature

Demographic
Feature
Niigata
35 – 44
25 – 34
Fukuoka
Male
Kanto
Female
45 – 54
55 or over
Nagasaki

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Lyman’s
Law Block
words

4.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
1.2
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.5
0.6
0.0
0.3
1.0
1.2
0.0
0.5
0.0

0.0
1.0
1.2
3.0
1.2
0.9
0.8
1.0
0.5
1.0

Total
relevant
words
4.0
3.5
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.2
1.7
1.0
1.0

Section Three: Text
The two tables in this section are a divided between the formal situation and the informal
situation contained in the text. There were only three relevant words for this study in this
section. One is used twice in the formal situation, one is used once in both situations, and one is
used once in the informal situation. As the speakers were reading from a text there were no
unanticipated relevant words. The three words were used a total of 60 times by all speakers.
Every speaker followed the text with no variation. Of the 60 opportunities, rendaku was used
80% of the time on the same words in the same location in the text by all speakers from all
groups and non-use of rendaku was used 20% of the time on the same words in the same location
in the text by all speakers from all groups. There were no Lyman’s Law Block words in the text.
Since all of the speakers used the relevant words in exactly the same manner there were
no discernable trends by demographic feature. However, as a whole the speakers exclusively
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used rendaku for the three relevant words in the formal situation while in the informal situation
they split the two relevant words between rendaku and non-use of rendaku.
Table 15
Average Word Use in the Formal Text by Demographic Feature
Demographic
Feature
Male
Female
25 – 34
35 – 44
45 – 54
55 or over
Fukuoka
Kanto
Nagasaki
Niigata

Rendaku
Words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Total relevant
words

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Note: No Lyman’s Law Block words were used in this section.
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Table 16
Average Word Use in the Informal Text by Demographic Feature
Demographic
Feature
Male
Female
25 – 34
35 – 44
45 – 54
55 or over
Fukuoka
Kanto
Nagasaki
Niigata

Rendaku
Words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Total relevant
words

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Note: No Lyman’s Law Block words were used in this section.
Conclusion
This chapter lays out the data produced from this study in the form of tables. These tables
are divided by the sections (Questions, Prompts, and Text) of the study and by the sociolinguistic
variables of the participants. My initial observations about the results are given in the text
preceding each table. In Chapter Five I discuss the study’s findings, implications and limitations,
as well as suggestions for further research of rendaku use.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
In this chapter I discuss the study’s findings, implications and limitations, as well as
suggestions for further research of rendaku use.
The questions guiding my research were: Do sociolinguistic variables influence the use of
rendaku among native speakers of Japanese? Do Japanese speakers from different regions of
Japan, of different ages, or genders use rendaku differently? Does the formality of the topic of
discourse in rendaku use play a role?
Findings
Table 17
Average Word Use in all Sections by Demographic Feature

Demographic
Feature
35 – 44
25 – 34
Kanto
Niigata
Male
Female
45 – 54
Fukuoka
55 or over
Nagasaki

Rendaku
words

Non-use of rendaku
words

Lyman’s
Law Block
words

Total
relevant
words

6.5
8.0
7.5
9.0
7.7
7.0
7.7
6.0
6.0
5.0

5.0
3.0
3.6
3.0
3.0
3.7
2.7
2.0
3.5
3.0

1.0
1.2
0.9
0.0
1.2
0.8
1.0
3.0
0.5
1.0

12.5
12.2
12.0
12.0
11.9
11.5
11.4
11.0
10.0
9.0

One of the reasons why speakers choose how to speak is extra-linguistic (Koerner,
2001). That is to say that the language we use is partly determined by factors beyond
grammatical explanation. The purpose of this study was to determine if certain sociolinguistic
factors had any correlation with native Japanese speakers’ use of rendaku. It found that there was
virtually no variation in how rendaku-potential words were used among the participants regarding
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their sex, age, home region, or the formality of the topic. That is to say that, with the exception of
the word chuukurai/chuugurai in every instance that the speakers used the same relevant word they
all used the same form of rendaku. This was true for both the first two sections of the interview,
which allowed for open-ended responses and was therefore the speakers’ own choice of language,
and for the third section, which had the participants reading from a set text. In short, with one
exception, this study did not find that a person’s gender, age, home region, or the formality of the
topic had any discernable influence on the form of rendaku he or she used.
The one exception may be instructive, however. The word chuukurai, was used a total of
twelve times by speakers of both genders in the study, from all four age ranges in the study, and
from three out of four of the participants’ home regions (Fukuoka, Kanto and Nagasaki). The one
speaker who used chuugurai, which is a use of rendaku, was a male in the 25 – 34 range. There
were five other males, four other participants in the same age range, and one other male in the
same age range. The only characteristic that was unique to the speaker was that he was the only
participant from Niigata, which is located on the west-central coast of Japan’s main island about
200 miles from Tokyo. He moved to Tokyo when he was 18 years old to attend university and has
lived in Tokyo ever since. He used chuugurai a total of four times so it seems unlikely it was any
sort of slip of the tongue on his part or a listening mistake on the researcher and his assistants’ part.
The other participants used what I have called non-use of rendaku because it does not
follow the parameters of rendaku as outlined by Kitagawa (1986) where a voiceless obstruent, in
this case ku, becomes a voiced obstruent, in this case gu, when it is the initial obstruent of the
second element of a compound. And it doesn’t qualify as Lyman’s Law Block either since
there is no voiced obstruent anywhere in the second elements of the compound. Therefore the
use of chuukurai is considered non-standard for rendaku use.
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Besides chuukurai/chuugurai the participant from Niigata used the same unique words
as other speakers with the potential for rendaku eight times. In every other instance his use of
rendaku matched the forms that the others used for those same words.
It may be worth noting that the same speaker also used a different voiced obstruent for
one of the targeted words when reading the text in the third section of the interview. The kanji
for “salted salmon” appeared twice in the text. While all twelve speakers used rendaku by
changing the voiceless obstruent [s] to a voiced obstruent, only the speaker from Niigata
changed it to [z], which he did for both times he read the kanji so the resulting word when
transcribed into Roman letters is written as shiozake. All of the other speakers changed [s] to
[ʤ] a total of 22 times so the resulting word is written as shiojake. While which voiced
obstruent the speakers used was not a question this study set out to examine it is intriguing that
the only participant to use a different voiced obstruent than the others and the only participant to
use a different form of rendaku than the others was the only speaker from Niigata.
This study does show that the rate people used rendaku, Lyman’s Law Block, or nonuse of rendaku could vary by group. The six males and six females used words that have the
potential for rendaku at a very similar rate (6.9 words per male participant and 6.5 words per
female participant). The five participants between the ages of 25 – 34 used rendaku 7.2 times
per participant, the two participants between the ages of 35 – 44 used rendaku 7.5 times, the
three participants between the ages of 45 – 54 used rendaku 6.3 times and for the two
participants aged 55 or over the rate dropped to 5.0 rendaku words used per participant. The
nine participants from the Kanto region, which incorporates Tokyo, used 7.0 potential rendaku
words per participant and the three participants from other parts of Japan (Fukuoka, Nagasaki,
and Niigata) used 5.6 words per participant. It may be questioned how useful the different rates
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are when considering the participants’ home regions since the number of participants from
outside the Kanto region was only a third of the size of the number of participants from the
Kanto region.
Implications
Teachers of Japanese may find it useful to know that this study shows that most people use
the same form of rendaku regardless of a speaker’s gender, age, or home region. Since there is no
guide for rendaku use that does not contain exceptions, the number of which is not known, it may
be comforting to know that however the teacher uses rendaku is almost certainly the same form
that most other native speakers use it (assuming that the teacher is a native speaker of Japanese).
For learners of Japanese the results suggest that as they encounter rendaku use from native
speakers they can be reasonably assured that the use they have heard is likely to be what they will
encounter with other native speakers. Additionally, learners can be aware that this study shows
trends of younger native speakers using words with the potential for rendaku at a higher rate than
older speakers and that home region might also influence speakers’ use.
Limitations
The number of participants in this study was small with only twelve native speakers.
Moreover nine of the twelve were from the same home region.
Further Research
While the results were overwhelming that speakers use rendaku in the same way regardless
of gender, age, home region or the formality of the topic, it may be useful to conduct a study with a
larger group. In particular, it would be interesting to focus on rendaku use across a broader
spectrum of home regions and with more participants from those regions. Because the lone
speaker from Niigata used a different form of rendaku with only one word it cannot be said with
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great confidence that his home region influenced his use. Many things may have influenced him
that we have not recognized. The letter of consent did explain that I was doing research about
rendaku use so perhaps he took that as a cue that we wanted him to use rendaku as much as
possible even though he was instructed to speak as he normally would. He may have been primed
by the rendaku he had already used during the interview. It may even have been the result of
something more ordinary such as that he was nervous or tired which might also explain the
instance he used of a different voiceless obstruent than the other participants when reading the text.
Nevertheless, his home region was the only variable that was unique to him and therefore has
piqued my interest as a possible source of a sociolinguistic aspect that may influence speakers’ use
of rendaku.
One unanticipated result of this study which warrants further research is the rather high
percent of times a speaker had the opportunity to use rendaku but did not. Again, this non-use of
rendaku is distinct from Lyman’s Law Block because there are no voiced obstruents in the
compounds to block rendaku use. The previous research by Vance (1980b) led me to believe that
this would be a much rarer occurrence. But in fact this occurred so often that I had to invent a new
category for this use which I call non-use of rendaku. Fully 31% of all relevant words used fall
into the non-use of rendaku category. In fact, one of the words which is mentioned as an example
of rendaku use by Murasugi (1988), shiroguma, was actually spoken as shirokuma, which is nonuse of rendaku, by all of the seven participants who used it. Not a single one used rendaku. This
may point to the fact that there is not a large body of research into rendaku use so a mistake by a
researcher is not easily noticed or it could be that rendaku use is changing over time. In any event
a fuller understanding of how often non-use of rendaku occurs would certainly be useful data to
have for further research.
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Finally, further research might focus on the trend of younger speakers using rendakupotential words at a higher rate than older speakers and that home region may influence the rate of
use as well.
Conclusion
This chapter discussed the findings of the study, its implications, its limitations and
suggested possibilities for further research in the area of rendaku use. The study found that the
participants used rendaku in exactly the same manner for each relevant word with a single
exception. This was true across all of the sociolinguistic variables recorded for the study, which
were the gender, age, and home region of the speakers as well as the formality of the topics used
during the interview. The implications of the study for Japanese language teachers and learners
regard the near universality of native speakers’ form of rendaku use. The study was limited by its
small size and the small number of participants whose home regions were outside of the Tokyo
area. I encouraged further study in rendaku use by home region since that was the one variable
involved in the single exception mentioned above. I also suggested further research in non-use of
rendaku of relevant words since the number of times speakers did not use rendaku for relevant
words was much higher than I had expected.
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Appendix A
Questions
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1. How often do you go to the movies?
どれ位の頻度で、映画に行きますか?
2. How often do you read novels?
どの位の頻度で小説を読みますか？
3. How often do you eat dinner at a restaurant?
どの位の頻度でレストランで夕食を食べますか?
4. How often do you watch the TV news?
どの位の頻度でテレビニュースを見ますか?
5. What animals might you see in the Arctic?
どんな動物を北極で見ることが出来ますか?
6. How would you describe the hair of a man whose appears young but who has some grey hairs?
若く見えるのに白髪のある人の髪を何と表現しますか？
7. How would you describe the color of someone’s skin who isn’t feeling well?
健康的でない人の肌の色を何と表現しますか？
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Appendix B
Prompt
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First set of three related picture prompts
1. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?

2. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?

3. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?
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Second set of three related picture prompts
4. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?

5. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?

6. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?
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Third set of three related picture prompts
7. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?

8. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?

9. What can you see in this picture?
この写真の中に、何が見えますか?
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Single picture prompt
10. Can you describe what is happening in this picture?
この写真の状況を説明してください。
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Appendix C

Text
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1. Please read this passage.
この一節を読んでください

I went out for dinner with my boss and two co-workers who I am familiar with. I ordered some
yakitori, one co-worker chose sushi and the other had okonomiyaki. My boss doesn’t like fish
but we were surprised to see salted salmon on the menu and, to our further surprise, he ordered
it.
The next day I went with my close friends for lunch. It was midwinter and cold so we decided to
get some drinks to stay warm. Unfortunately it was busy everywhere in all the bars so we ended
up going home.
私は上司と身近な職場の同僚２人と一緒に夕食に行った。私は焼き鳥を、同僚の１人は
寿司を、もう１人はお好み焼きを注文した。上司は魚が苦手なのだが、私たちはメニュ
ーに塩鮭があるのに驚いた。更に驚いたことに、上司はその塩鮭を注文したのだ。次の
日、私は身近な友人とランチにでかけた。真冬で寒かったので私たちは体を暖めるため
に、お酒を頼もうということになった。だが、不運なことに、バーはどこも混んでい
て、結局帰ることになった。

